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How much responsibility do researchers 
bear for their misconducts?



Anti-splashback urinal

Will you buy 
Neocitran or 
Panadol?

Features of the choice architecture alter people’s behaviour in a predictable way.

Lessons from research on behavioral insights





Necessary skills to 
perform a behaviour

Environmental conditions 
enabling the behaviour

Individual intentions, 
drives

Causal factors underlying people’s choices of action

Vlaev et al., Public Administration Review, 2016, Vol. 76



Emotional competencies, 
knowledge, etc.

strength, mobility, endurance, 
rapidity,  etc.



social values & pressures, 
shared practices, social 

incentives, etc.

Available infrastructures and 
technologies which can 
support & sustain the 

behaviour, time pressures, etc.

Vlaev et al., Public Administration Review, 2016, Vol. 76



Conscious evaluations about 
what is good or bad (weighing up 

the pros and cons) & forming 
intentions & creating action 

plans to achieve goals

Simple primitive (often 
subconscious) decision 

mechanisms that are receptive to 
environmental cues

(e.g. Defaults, Primes, 
Commitment, Ego)

“Behavior is not so much thought about; it simply comes about”

Explained 
variance: 20%

Explained 
variance: 80%

Vlaev et al., Public Administration Review, 2016, Vol. 76



Teaching research integrity via academic lessons à
education of the rational mind

These interventions draw on the assumption that people 
change behaviour according to endorsement of reasons 
and intention formation (the reflective mind).

The problem is that a substantial proportion of the 
variance in behaviour is not explained by intentions.



Authority

Friction

Incentives

Reputation

Social norm



To what extent is it warranted to hold researchers responsible for their misconduct?

Minimal conditions for attributing practical responsibility

Condition 1 Responsibility depends on the existence of minimally 
valuable choice options

Condition 2 Responsibility requires some prior knowledge of 
existing options, their causal effect, and their fair value

Condition 3 Responsibility depends on actors’ minimal level of 
control* over their choices

Additional condition for attributing moral responsibility

Condition 4 Moral responsibility depends on actors’ level of
practical responsibility and on their understanding and
endorsing that some choices are ‘wrong’

* Level of control: 
a) Capacity to identify deep preferences 
and form coherent evaluations 
b) Matching between deep preferences & 
action choices

Clavien & Hurst, forthcoming, The undeserving sick? An evaluation of patients' responsibility for their health 
condition, Cambridge Quarterly of Healthcare Ethics



e.g. opportunities to cheat / availability of information about how to cheat / proportion of 
cheaters in the domain

Explained variance: how much the factor accounts for the occurrence of the misconduct, assuming 
that the sum of the explained variances of all causal factors equals 1

known factors unafected by actors (opportunities)
unknown factors unafected by actors
unknown factors related to actors' individuality
known factors related to actors' individuality (capability & motivation)

How to attribute 
responsibility to a typical 

research misconduct
For any given type of misconduct, it is 
(theoretically) possible to represent all 

causal factors that have a statistical 
effect on the occurrence of that type 
misconduct. Each of these factors can 
be attributed an explained variance 

which ranks between 0 and 1. 

Domain of practical
responsibility, 
constrained by 
various limiting

factors

e.g. researcher’s degree of competitively / aim for direct benefits / degree of respect for 
the victim / pleasure in causing harm / level of understanding that it is a misconduct / 
unconscious receptivity to subtle social cues



Researchers’ 
responsibility is 
reduced by limiting 
factors

Condition 1:  
Existence of minimally 

valuable choice 
options

Condition 3: Actors’ 
knowledge about 
existing options, 
their causal effect, 
and their fair value

Condition 4: Actors’ minimal 
level of control: a) Capacity to 
identify deep preferences and 
form coherent evaluations / 
b) Matching between deep 
preferences & action choices

Condition 5: Actors’ 
understanding and endorsing 
that some choices are ‘wrong

Suboptimal framing of 
choice options (publish or 
perish, no reward for 
integer behaviour, no 
sanction for misconducts)

too strong incentive 
towards competitively 

too strong incentive 
towards 

competitively 

Suboptimal information
about impartial 
structures for reporting 
misconducts

Lack of knowledge
about existing 

structures

Questionable role models Unconscious conformity bias

Gender & cultural biases Unconscious prejudices against 
women or minority groups

Poor teaching of research 
integrity issues

x

Little awareness of ethical 
problems (e.g. prejudice 

linked to certain behaviours)

All these limiting factors 
are correlated with 

institutional 
responsibility for 

research misconduct



Heads of academic instititutions have responsibilities

• Responsibility to present minimally valuable choice options to researchers 
à modify incentive framework (e.g. cheat or perish are no valuable choice options)

• Responsibility to inform researchers about existing structures supporting integrity

• Responsibility to increase researchers’ level of control over their choices 
à e.g. help them reduce the effect of their unconscious biases

• Responsibility to teach integrity


